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as you will notice, the download for xe4 is considerably bigger than for xe3 and xe2, partly due to the inclusion
of the standard package library (spl) in delphi xe4. (spl is a small collection of useful components, such as

buttons, checkboxes, labels and other ui elements, that you can use in your projects without having to
purchase the full devexpress rad xe4 package.) one thing to watch out for is that the "delphi xe4" file you

download in this book is a bit different than the one you will get from xpressengine. in this book, you will find
components that are already compiled into a zip file. if you download the components from the download page

of xpressengine, you will need to extract the components to a folder, for example,
"c:\downloads\components\" before you run the program. this way, you will end up with a folder called
"components" inside of which you will find a folder called "delphi xe4" with the components. if you are

interested in delphi development, you might want to join the delphi developer program. it is free and offers a
number of valuable benefits. the only downside is that it only works for xe and above. here is an example of a

methods profiling file. in this example, there are four methods being profiled. they are mainwindow,
optionsbutton, delphi and aqtimebutton, but you can customize the file, and add as many methods as you

want. the important thing to note here is that the method names are not shown and the name of the method
is set to method.
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the first option is the version of delphi you use to compile your application. for
example, if you use delphi 2007 and you select the delphi option, it will list all
the files from the delphi 2007 package. if you select the package option it will

look at the package only. if you select the file option, it will look at the package
and at all files in that package only. in delphi 2010, you can use the reflector

component to find out the underlying code of any third party component. this is
useful to avoid the situation where you buy a component, only to find that the

code you have is incompatible with the latest compiler. one of the biggest
problems with third party components is that you are often left with a codebase

that is no longer supported. it may not be possible to fix the bug you have, it
may have been changed to a new form that wont compile for your version of
delphi, or its simply not updated for your compiler. sap is one of the largest

delphi users. they have a very strong component set, but unfortunately, they
also produce components which are incompatible with delphi xe8 and above.

hopefully, the fpc plug-in for delphi xe8 makes it possible to continue using the
advantage database components. until then, you have the option of updating
the source code, or writing your own components. sometimes, you cant even

find the source code of the component. this was the situation that i found
myself in recently. i had bought a component at a price of about $800 from a

well known, respected developer. it had a problem, and i had to spend a
considerable amount of time to find the source code. i was pleasantly surprised

when i found that the developer had made no attempt to provide a delphi
source code package with the component. i couldnt find any documentation

either! 5ec8ef588b
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